Commentary:
It is impressive that anyone can get all of surgical pathology and cytology included in a single text. Right now I can see on my shelf textbooks on gastrointestinal pathology, tumor pathology, and gynecologic pathology, each over 1000 pages long. How this and the rest of surgical pathology and cytopathology can be condensed into less than 2500 pages (48 chapters and 14 sections) remains a wonder. Yet here it is. This book does an excellent job of summarizing all of these topics. Many of the chapters are by the same authors who have written stand alone textbooks on the specific organ systems they are expert in, and these chapters serve as excellent summaries of those texts.
In comparison to the third edition, more of the images in this version are in color. In addition, cytology is integrated into the sections more frequently and more seamlessly, and seems to be less of an afterthought. Also, the discussions of mechanisms of disease continue to expand as our knowledge of them continues to increase.
There are only a few textbooks that even try and encompass all of surgical pathology and cytology, and each of them has their own particular style, and as a result, each will have their own particular audience. The systematic, complete, yet relatively concise approach of this textbook should appeal to a very broad audience indeed.
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